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of the dam, and watches her Canyon drown. She visits the completed
project, now Lake Powell. Lee travels by boat to places that she once
knew and recognized, but now the heights of the stone pillars are deep
under water. Finally, Lee takes the reader from 1967 to 1997, when she
was invited to attend a seminar at the Glen Canyon Institute. Lee had
never heard of the Glen Canyon Institute, but she accepted the offer. She
was thrilled to discover a group of students and young people who wanted
to restore the canyon-her canyon-to its natural state. Her cause is
renewed.
All My Rivers Are Gone gives a compelling, vivid, colorful account of
life on Glen Canyon as told by a river-rafter who loved the Canyon for its
peace, solitude, and beauty. Lee's book takes the reader to the Canyon as
it was before the dam, and invites us to imagine a time when we can once
again return to that place of peace, solitude, and beauty.
Kimberley Crawford
COLIN MOORCRAFT, MUST THE SEAS DIE?, Gambit, Boston (1973);
194pp; $13.95, ISBN 0-87645-069-9; hardcover.
Must the Sea Die provides a comprehensive examination of the Earth's
still-living sea, the effect mankind has on marine life hidden beneath the
sea, and on the land humans inhabit. Each chapter explores different areas
of the world, the water pollution problems that effect that environment and
native species, and possible solutions to prevent or repair the damage
already done.
Chapter One discusses testimonies by professors, explorers, and
scientists regarding the significant decline of the Earth's marine life, and
the lack of serious attention it is given by the world. All comments from
the various experts in marine life agree that the biggest most significant
changes in the environment are those in the world's oceans and seas.
Chapter Two sets out the incredible picture that is the "world ocean."
Moorcraft describes the vast area of the world covered by water; however,
humans have not realized that more organisms share the same chemical
composition. This chapter lays out the interconnection between humans
and all the other organisms in the world, and the importance of
investigating the world ocean to come to a new respect and understanding
for the ocean as a complex system.
Chapter Three explores the problem humans have with overexploitation of the oceans. Examples of whaling, fishing, and hunting
shrimp demonstrate the human belief that we are superior and therefore are
entitled to take from the environment without putting anything back.
Moorcraft discusses some environmental treaties enacted to correct
damages caused by overhunting.
Chapters Four, Five, Six, Seven, and Eight describe the various
anthropogenic pollutants introduced into the marine environment. Chapter
Four explains how the agricultural revolution became the first introduction
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Moorcraft discusses how several
of pollutants into the environment.
different civilizations across the world polluted nearby waterways through
agricultural organic pollutants. Chapter Five explores, in further detail,
Chapter Six
other pollutants that affected the marine environment.
continues to describe other industrial contaminants introduced into the
environment such as copper, lead, and mercury and their effects on the
world ocean. Chapter Seven specifically addresses the severe effects oil
pollution has on the marine environment. Moorcraft uses the example of
coral contamination to show the grave consequences of oil spills and
improper handling on the tropical seas. Moorcraft also explores several
different solutions to the oil pollution crisis. Chapter Eight describes the
Moorcraft
unique effect radioactive waste has on the environment.
discusses the solutions to nuclear threats on the marine environment.
Chapter Nine segues from specific pollutants to specific forms of water
affected by those contaminants. Marginal seas are the areas of the world
sea most severely affected by fisheries and various pollutants. Moorcraft
uses the Baltic Sea to demonstrate the devastating harm contaminants has
on marginal seas.
Chapter Ten compares the effect pollutants and over-exploitation have
on the polar and coral seas. The author states that before humans have had
a chance to explore these seas, they are being destroyed. Moorcraft uses
the Great Barrier Reef to demonstrate the destruction of the coral seas,
specifically discussing the decline of coral and starfish.
Chapters Eleven and Twelve discuss the three main oceans. In Chapter
Eleven, Moorcraft explores the Pacific and Indian Oceans. He discusses
the destruction of the continental shelves around the United States and
Japan. In Chapter Twelve, Moorcraft pays special attention to the harm
done to the Atlantic Ocean because its health is declining at a rate far
Moorcraft discusses the
.greater than the rest of the world ocean.
devastation done to the Atlantic salmon by the oil industry. He also
investigates the effect air pollution has on the shores around the Atlantic
Ocean.
Chapter Thirteen shows the final grand picture of the world ocean after
discussing over-exploitation, pollutants, and industrial activities. The
author states that not all symptoms of decline are obvious and immediate.
Chapters Fourteen and Fifteen discuss the various programs and
treaties created to help repair the damage already done to the marine
environment and, more importantly, to prevent future destruction. In
Chapter Fourteen, Moorcraft investigates the method the Danish
government uses to repair the damage done to ocean water near Denmark.
In Chapter Fifteen, Moorcraft discusses technology used to prevent future
damage, such as computer research done to figure out solutions to the
depletion of food sources for marine life.
Sheela S. Parameswar

